Typical scattering patterns in multipole fields are shown in Fig. 2 for a quadrupole field, in Fig. 3 for a sextupole field, and in Fig. 4 The individual crystallites of the magnetite were measured using the electron microscope method,of Craik.8
It was'found that the particles are of the order of 1OO'A.
III. ALIGNMENTOF IKE MAGNETIC PARTICWS INA QUADRUPOLE FfFlLD
To study the alignment mechanisms of the Fe304 particles in multipole magnetic fields, a simple light intensity measurement was conducted at different solution temperatures. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5 .
The magnetic field was measured with a gauss meter at the quadrupole pole face, and light intensity was measured with a linear light detector. I
It was found that transmitted light intensity at low field values is proportional to the magnetic field; at higher field values, the transmitted intensity shows some saturation effect which is temperature dependent (see Fig. 6 ).
This result might be explained using the theory of paramagnetism. It is interesting to note that if the colloid solution is frozen, it acts as a complete depolarizer. In this case the randomly oriented dipoles scatter the incoming poIarize& light into any direction with equal probability. In the sextupole and octupole fields, the magnetic field intensity changes as (Bo/R$$ and kdR$r", respectively, where B. is the field at the pole faces, R. is the half aperture, and r2 = 5 + 3.
-9-Therefore, the magnetic field intensity is very low near the 2 axis and is not sufficient to align the scattering centers in the field direction. A typical measuring setup in a quadrupole magnet is shown in Fig. 9 .
Using the orientation of the dark cross, one can use this device to find the relation between the magnetic and mechanical axes in a quadrupole. Because of the unclear center portion, this method probably cannot be used for center location in higher poles.
It might be interesting to try light scattering in electrical.multipole fields, using electrical rather than magnetic alignment for the scattering centers.
If the relaxation time of orientation of the scattering centers in the field direction is short, this effect might be useful for light modulation.
-12 - Table A-I lists  the symmetry properties  and the magnetic scalar potentials for quadrupole, sextupole and octupole fields.
The magnetic field intensity is given as a gradient of the scalar poten- 
